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These 10 Truths Will Jog Your Mind.

It's been 24 months of learning, to be honest, I never knew this side of Twitter, until October,

A friend told me about it, gave me every encouragement I needed.

It has been an amazing journey to 100, Thank you.
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1. Choices- what you and work towards always works. If you work so hard in a company, you get motivated. Same case to

life, what you choose to work towards consistently, no matter how stupid it is WILL ALWAYS work.

2. You must be pushed hard to the wall to save yourself- the only reason why you are afraid of going an extra mile is

because your condition isn't pathetic enough. If it's pathetic enough, you'll find ways to save yourself.





3. Nothing is really special- Go a few days without talking to some people. You'll see how they easily forget, you'll also

forget. Aim at doing what matters. Don't attach your happiness to anyone or anything.

4. You have to want it so bad- if you're doing anything, either give it your all or don't do it at all. Don't try whether it will work.

Go for it with confidence, that it will work because it you!



5. Time is just an illusion- Don't think the right time for anything. It's when you feel ready for what matters that matters.



6. Those below you hate when you constantly outgrow them- if you keep improving, you'll piss off a lot of people. I have, I

know you have and still will.

You want to be free, they can't understand because they're crabs in a jar.



7. It costs nothing to be grateful- No matter how little something might be, someone else is wishing for that. That one chance

to live, one breath or one spare dollar. Be grateful .



8. You're tired when you're losing- Don't fall for this. You're a step closer to being defeated. Don't give up.



9. Nobody works to lose it hurts too much- As I earlier said. When doing something, give it your all or don't do it at all. You've

probably lost something, I know it did hurt so bad.



10. A beginner mentality will always propel you faster you can imagine- Seek to learn. As you learn don't hesitate to apply

and give the best possible. Learn, learn, learn, and learn.



Now let's get to work and keep going,

In the next thread, I will be showing you more of how me and my friends have been making money sharing knowledge

online,

It would be my pleasure if you checked what I'm building here■
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